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For a number of men living in west, dating Chinese females is the most cherished dream of their
lives. As such they rarely give much consideration to whether the woman they choose to date
belongs to a major metropolis or a small city in China. While this fact might seem insignificant,
understanding the differences between the girls from these distinct cities can prove helpful for men
in getting to know their dating partners in a better manner. Given below are some major points that
differentiate the small city Chinese girls from their big city counterparts.

Affection: While all Chinese girls tend to be extremely affectionate and loving, the girls from small
cities are more sensitive and emotional. They rarely indulge in casual affairs and donâ€™t even date too
many men. Once they consider someone suitable enough to be their life mate, they dedicate their
heart and soul towards making him happy.

Eagerness: Most small town Chinese females hold a firm belief in fairytale romance. They are too
eager to find their perfect soul mate and impressing them is really not that difficult, if one knows the
exact ways and methods to be followed.

Respectful: Most small city Chinese girls are extremely respectful towards their fellow humans. They
rarely possess that air of know-all attitude and are quite humble and possess a pleasing personality.

Commitment: Young Chinese females dwelling in smaller cities still prefer a long term relationship
over a short term affair. Their commitment towards their partners and families is totally selfless and
unconditional and they also are not as ambitious as the women from big cities.

Morality: Chinese girls living in smaller cities often exhibit stronger moral values than the females
from big cities. Although they are not as confident or as outspoken as the big city girls, they
definitely have a better understanding of right and wrong, which makes them less likely to cheat
their dating partners or use them for their own personal advancement and benefit.
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